UWF Honorary Degree Candidate Nomination Cover Sheet

Name of Nominator:

Nominator’s Affiliation with UWF:

___ Staff ___ Student ___ Faculty ___ Alumni ___ BOT Member ___ Advisory Group Member

Nominator’s Contact Info: Phone: Email:

Name of Nominee:

Nominee’s Contact Info: Phone: Email:

Degree conferral proposed for which grad ceremony?

Preferred Designation for Honorary Degree:

___ LLD: Doctor of Laws ___ ScD: Doctor of Science
___ LittD: Doctor of Letters ___ PedD: Doctor of Pedagogy
___ LHD: Doctor of Humane Letters ___ DD: Doctor of Divinity

The candidate currently does not:

___ Serve current employee at UWF.
___ Serve currently in political office.
___ Have achievements that rest solely on philanthropic support of UWF.

Formal Endorsement by a Corresponding Academic Unit:

Please specify:

___ Academic Program, Department, School, or College:
___ Institute or Center:

The unit may use the endorsement form provided on the HARC link at the president’s website or the unit may simply submit a letter of endorsement.
Please provide a one-page justification for the nomination that addresses the following criteria:

- Excellent character exemplifying some dimension of the UWF values; including *Caring, Collaboration, Distinctiveness, Inclusiveness, Innovation, Quality, Relevance, Integrity, & Stewardship*
- Extraordinary achievement or distinction in the arts and sciences, education, the professions, public service, philanthropy, or private enterprise;
- And one of the following:
  - Distinction on a national or international level
  - A connection with or a history of support of UWF; -or-
  - A record of distinguished contributions to the area served by UWF.

*Note: The text may be used in public relations materials and/or commencement program text.*

Do you recommend service as commencement speaker?  __ Yes  __ No

Explain *(May attach additional sheet):*

Is there any risk associated with the nomination and conferral?  __ Yes  __ No

Explain *(May attach additional sheet):*

Has the nomination been discussed directly with the candidate?  __ Yes  __ No

*Note: BOT policy discourages notification of candidates about the nomination until an official decision has been reached. Notification should come directly from the UWF President’s Office.*

Attachments: Optional.

Letters of support can be submitted but are not required.

The HARC encourages no more than three letters for each nomination.

Completion and submission of the form indicates that if the nomination is successful, the nominator assumes responsibility in working with the President’s Office to:

- secure a PDF image that can be used for promotion purposes
- make arrangements for addressing accommodations for out-of-town honorees